MIAMI, Florida, January 8, 2020 - As Cooper&Hunter gains popularity across the US, the global manufacturer continues to expand its HVAC equipment catalog with consistent emphasis on providing quality solutions and affordable price tags.

With a variety of Single & Multi Zone Mini Splits, PTACs, Portables, and more, it's safe to say that the brand specializes in dependable alternatives to centralized air conditioning systems. As the new Inverter Air Handler Unit can be installed with nearly any pre-existing duct run, it's a perfect addition to Cooper&Hunter's product line up, appropriate for residential and commercial applications alike.

The Air Handler Units, which will be offered in 24k, 36k, and 48k BTU/h capacities, facilitate precise control of refrigerant flow volume, accurate adjustment of the fan motor, and continuous change of compressor frequency, assuring the best heat exchange in outdoors and indoors, resulting in up to 20% energy savings. Additionally, noise pollution is reduced significantly compared to central forced air systems.

These units tie in seamlessly with the existing catalog as the Side-discharge Condensing Unit can be combined with C&H indoor units, such as Wall Mounts, Slim Ducts, Super Slim Cassettes and Universal Floor-Ceiling models. It brings great benefits for the distributors, as well, in the aspect of storage management and training efforts, since the universal outdoor unit can reduce the necessary number of SKUs.

Marat, company CEO, says, “Our new Air Handling Unit is designed to provide a powerful heating and cooling solution, capable of managing high air speeds and volumes effortlessly. It would be an excellent solution for any home or business.”
About Cooper&Hunter

Cooper&Hunter makes hot places cool and cool places more pleasant, providing COMFORT INNOVATIONS for every home and business. With more than 20 years of experience in air conditioning and ventilation, Cooper&Hunter has earned a reputation as a leading HVAC market player, represented in more than 30 countries worldwide. The number of products yielded under the Cooper&Hunter brand is measured in the millions as the “C&H” logo itself has become a mark of quality and reliability. The company combines the latest ergonomic designs with modern engineering trends to supply customers with high-quality air conditioners at an affordable price. Their energy efficient line-up, which includes Single & Multi Zone Mini-Split Air Conditioners, Portable A/Cs, Packaged Terminal Air Conditioners, and Light Commercial Systems, offers a solution for everyone. C&H supports health, sports, and active lifestyles by sponsoring teams around the world, including the NHL’s Florida Panthers!

U.S. Website: [www.cooperandhunter.us](http://www.cooperandhunter.us)

Global Website: [www.cooperandhunter.com](http://www.cooperandhunter.com)

Facebook: [www.facebook.com/cooperandhunterusa](http://www.facebook.com/cooperandhunterusa)

Twitter: [www.twitter.com/cooperhunterusa](http://www.twitter.com/cooperhunterusa)

Instagram: [www.instagram.com/cooperandhunterusa](http://www.instagram.com/cooperandhunterusa)
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